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Summer Reports
1 Open Day Welcome
Margaret Chaplin

Dear Friends – old and new – a very
warm welcome to Charton Manor’s
Open Day 2017!
Our Board chairman, Jim Weaver,
is unable to be with us today, although
he would love to be here to share the
day. I’m Margaret Chaplin, the deputy
chairman of the Board of Hawthorne
Trust and I’m standing in for Jim.
…this welcome comes to you from
everyone who makes up the Charton
Manor team:
• the Board and Company Members;
• Alan Holland our Administrator
and all the admin staff,
maintenance, housekeeping and
kitchen team;
• Ednah Lawal the Christian Science
Nursing Manager, and all the
Christian Science nursing staff;
• Alistair Budd the Visiting Christian
Science Nursing manager;
• and Margritta Reid, the Manager
of our Christian Science nurses
Training School.
You’ll recognize all of us involved
with the House by our badges – please
feel free to approach any of us, after
the formal part of the afternoon is
over, with any questions you may have
or information you may need.

This week’s Bible Lesson sermon
has the following instruction from
Job: ‘Remember that thou magnify his
(God’s) work, which men behold…’
Here at Charton Manor, we
know that we have the tools to
handle whatever the carnal mind
throws at us – the magnification of
God’s supremacy is our safeguard
and rescue. Our Christian Science
nurses, whose practice is founded
on the Church Manual provision for
Christian Science nurses, art. VIII,
section 31, face up to all of mortal
mind’s challenges with patience,
equanimity, compassion and JOY. All
our staff respond to needs in a sense
of unity and mutual support which
is heart-warming and cause for great
gratitude.
When Christ Jesus fed the five
thousand in the deserts of Palestine
there was no sense of limitation,
or rationing… Just a benediction,
a thanking of the Father for His
provision for His children, and a
feeding of all those who had been
hanging on the words of Jesus and
his disciples. Truly an expression of
limitless activity.
We have had two inspections since
our last Open Day – the first was by
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the Care Quality Commission late last
year. Great appreciation for the high
standards that our Christian Science
nurses express was shown by the
inspector. These inspections provide
an opportunity for those working
in the medical field to see at first
hand exactly what Christian Science
nursing stands for, and the resulting
‘GOOD’ score from the CQC
reflected their acknowledgement
of our Christian Science nurses’
professionalism, expertise and true
Christian Science nursing practice.
In January, another inspection,
this time by ‘The Commission’ (The
Commission for the Accreditation
of Christian Science Nursing
Organisations/Facilities, Inc.),
prompted this comment:
‘Charton Manor has a dedicated,
thoughtful, caring, and engaged
Board of Directors and staff. The
organization has a long history of
commitment to the healing practice
of Christian Science nursing, both
in the facility and in individual
homes, and to sharing that practice
by offering instruction and mentored
work experience in Christian Science
nursing. The Board and management
team work closely together to
maintain a spiritually inspired and
focused healing atmosphere at the
facility… Charton Manor is an
excellent Christian Science nursing
organization.’

After this inspection the house
received the maximum unconditional
three-year term of accreditation.

Our thanks and congratulations to
everyone at Charton Manor for such
splendid results.
Both these inspections included,
of course, our Training School and
our Visiting Christian Science Nurse
Service, both of which have been
active during the year… pastoral visits
as well as Christian Science nursing
care continue to be provided by the
Manager of the VCSNS and we’re
very grateful for the responsiveness
of this team and their compassionate
treatment of those they care for in
their homes. And the Training School
(of which more later) has continued
its teaching and mentoring rôle with
the same high standards we’ve always
come to expect from them.
Some more expansive activity … In
the autumn, we received a visit from
Bonnie Castroman, the Manager of
Christian Science Nursing Activities
at The Mother Church, and a few
months ago four members of our
Charton team attended a Christian
Science nursing conference in
Arizona, from which they returned
strengthened and inspired to
continue, and expand as needed, links
with our two sister Christian Science
nursing facilities in the UK.
Our Managers at Charton have
links with the other European
Christian Science Nursing
facilities, and also those in North
America … especially in serving as
members of organising committees
and metaphysical groups, with
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communication being by conference
call or Skype. The world seems a
smaller place with these forms of
communication, and Charton Manor
wishes to be part of this closer family,
sharing thoughts and ideas on all
aspects of Christian Science nursing.
On page 195 of Science and
Health, Mary Baker Eddy writes:
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‘Observation, invention, study, and
original thought are expansive and
should promote the growth of mortal
mind out of itself, out of all that is
mortal.’ Our full and varied activities
– ranging from art to music; visits
from animals to poetry reading; and
of course daily reading of our Lesson
Sermon and hymn singing – are
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available to all guests (Assisted Living,
Rest and Study and Christian Science
Nursing), and are well used. They
do lift thought away from body to
Soul and are an important part of the
healing activity here at Charton.
Our Christian Science Nurses
Training School continues to provide
training for all levels of Christian
Science nursing competence. Of
particular interest today is the one day
Overview Course. This is intended for
those interested in Christian Science
to get a quick view of what Christian
Science nursing entails, and how we
can all use Christian Science nursing
qualities in our everyday activities – at
home, church and work! Please do
contact Charton if you, or anyone you
know, may be interested. The Training
School will be very happy to set up a
course if there’s sufficient interest.
If you type into your computer
www.chartonmanor.org (or just
Google ‘Charton Manor’) you’ll find a
new website, one that builds on what
has gone before, which we hope you’ll
find warm and welcoming, and that
will answer more of your questions
about Charton Manor.
All this widening and expanding
activity can’t happen without a
support base! Those who work
here are always so happy to receive
requests from branch churches
and societies for some of our
team members to visit, to bring
our Christian Science nursing

activity closer, and to increase the
understanding of and support for the
Christian Science nursing activity. We
don’t get invited as often as we would
like! Do consider thinking about
inviting us when you return to your
church homes.
Our branch churches and societies,
as well as individuals, help supply
welcome funds, and for this we’re very
grateful; and many individuals give
their time and expertise to enhance
our guests’ experience here; for that
too we wish to express our gratitude.
But we’re always so delighted when
church members respond positively
to invitations to become Company
Members – supporting our activities
with their prayers. This activity
enriches Charton Manor, blesses the
branch church and encourages our
own individual growth in Christian
Science.
Charton Manor needs the support
of Christian Science churches – the
Christian Science nursing activity
here and elsewhere is the outward
evidence of the good, compassionate
thoughts of the Christian Science
Field. Our Movement needs Christian
Science nursing, with its high
and compassionate standards and
healing record. Let’s work together to
‘Remember that [we] magnify [God’s]
work, which men behold…’
Thank you all for being here
with us!
Margaret is Deputy Board Chairman

2 Christian Science Nursing
Ednah Lawal

‘And thine ears shall hear a word
behind thee, saying, This is the way,
walk ye in it, when ye turn to the right
hand, and when ye turn to the left’.
Isaiah 30: 21.
What a reassuring promise! This
is an absolute assurance of complete
guidance in our daily lives. Recently
I was led to look at our policies
and procedures, which resulted in
writing quite a lot of new policies, and
updating some of the old ones. Also,
the preparing of workshops. All this
was in order to ensure that all our
Christian Science nurses were up to
date with the various requirements.
I was particularly grateful to have
the assistance of a fellow Christian
Science nurse, who was very capable
and willing and such a great help.
You can imagine our joy when we
had a visit from the Care Quality
Commission(CQC) inspectors. We
had not had an inspection for quite
a few years and were grateful when
the inspectors commented on how
up to date our policies were as well
as on the degree of care that we
provided. The service we provide was
subsequently rated ‘Good’.
Then in January this year we had
an inspection by The Commission for
Accreditation of Christian Science
Nursing organizations/Facilities, Inc.

This again was a thorough inspection
that lasted for several days. We were
found to be in compliance with all the
requirements and have been given a
three year certificate.
Charton Manor continues to
provide various services including
Christian Science nursing care,
outpatient care, training and Assisted
Living.
On page 519 of Science and
Health with Key to the Scriptures by
Mary Baker Eddy she writes, ‘God
rests in action. Imparting has not
impoverished, can never impoverish,
the divine Mind. No exhaustion
follows the action of this Mind,
according to the apprehension of
divine Science. The highest and
sweetest rest, even from a human
standpoint is in holy work.’ We have
certainly been involved in holy work
here at Charton Manor and have been
privileged to witness some wonderful
healings.
A patient came to Charton Manor,
she was confused, disorientated and
appeared to have what the world
calls a mental challenge. We nursed
the individual, day and night. As we
continued to pray and listen, one day
the thought came that it was right
to have the individual return home,
with the support of Christian Science
5
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nurses. On paper this did not seem
practical. However the family were
found to be in agreement. Two of
our Christian Science nurses from
the nursing floor agreed to go for a
few days at a time. The individual
was needing constant Christian
Science nursing care day and night,
wandering all the time, sleeping very
little, and was very active. The first
Christian Science nurse went back
with the patient and the family, and
hardly slept, while lovingly attending
to the needs of this dear one. Then the
second Christian Science nurse took
over. Progress continued to be made.
After a few days healing was complete,
and you can imagine our joy when
the patient and their family member
brought the Christian Science nurse
back. The healing was permanent and
this patient continues to live an active
independent life.
Another patient had a stroke and
was admitted to Charton Manor as
an emergency patient late one night.
When this patient arrived there
was restricted use of the left arm,
speech was slurred and movement
restricted. Working with a Christian
Science practitioner, combined with
the practical care and support of
the Christian Science nurses and
the patient’s family, the patient had
a wonderful healing and was able
to return home. Not long after that

the patient was deemed able to drive
and continues to live an active and
independent life.
Assisted Living: We have some suites
that recently have become available
in both the main building and the
Cottage. There are several benefits to
living as a resident at Charton Manor.
All one’s meals are prepared; laundry
and daily room needs are taken care
of. Christian Science nurses are on
hand to assist with personal care if
needed. There are varied and exciting
activities on a regular basis.
Outpatient care: With this service
the individual in need comes to
Charton Manor, and a Christian
Science nurse attends to whatever is
required. The individual then returns
home. Sometimes the need has been
for cleansing and covering, advice
on how to meet a need etc. I’m so
grateful that we are able to meet this
important need in our community.
I am so grateful to all who support
Charton Manor in various ways to
make it what it is, and especially to
our Christian Science nurses for their
dedication, love and willingness to
always go beyond the call of duty.
As we continue to ‘Listen for thy
voice’ we will ‘follow and rejoice all
the rugged way.’ – Hymn 304 by Mary
Baker Eddy.
Ednah is Christian Science Nursing Manager

Seeing as Christ sees

(a poem)

How can you say that sickness is not real,
When life seems full of suffering and grief?
How can you say the hopelessness I feel
Is nothing but a myth, a false belief?
Just stop! Let’s look instead at what the Christ
Would see if he were standing here today.
Would he demand you get to paradise
Before you cease to suffer in this way?
Would he stand helpless, weak, devoid of power,
Compassionate and loving, but his hand
Is stayed, because this isn’t yet his hour?
Or you don’t trust? Or I don’t understand?
No, he would see you through his Father’s eyes.
He’d see you God-created, perfect, free.
He’d see you with the Love that God supplies
In equal measure to humanity.
He’d see you living Life, the Life that is
Eternal, sacred, not defined by birth,
Astrology or death. This Life of his
Is ours to live right now, right here on earth.
He’d see you know the Truth, embodied in
That man from Galilee so long ago,
Who faced and conquered sickness, death and sin,
And showed us each the Way that we should go.
The Christ accepts the truth of man, rejects
The counterfeit, the error, all the lies.
The Father only sees what He reflects.
The Christ, in turn, can see what never dies.
So you and I must both adjust our view,
And tune our ‘television sets,’ to see
The ‘channel’ which will broadcast what is true:
Creation, blessed, for all eternity.

Brian Blandford, CS
Brian is a member of the Board
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3 Visiting Christian Science Nurse Service
Alistair Budd

I’m grateful for this opportunity to
report on an active year for the Visiting
Christian Science Nurse Service for
London (VCSNS). Two brief examples
provide evidence of the spiritual
progress and healing we bear witness
to as Christian Science nurses.
I received a text message from a
young woman in the Home Counties
who saw a reference to Christian
Science in a self-help book. After
several phone conversations I
arranged a visit and shared some
Christian Science literature with her.
She purchased a copy of Science and
Health with Key to the Scriptures by
Mary Baker Eddy and worked with a
practitioner of Christian Science listed
in The Christian Science Journal. She
continues to study Christian Science
and has expressed gratitude for the way
it has deepened her understanding of
God as the true source of wholeness
and health.
A student of Christian Science
in south-east England requested
Christian Science nursing care on
a daily basis over a period of four
weeks. She worked steadfastly with
a Christian Science practitioner. A
complete healing resulted and normal
activities were gratefully resumed. The
patient’s family, who are not Christian
Scientists, expressed gratitude for the
provision of the VCSNS.
8

I’d like to express gratitude to those
Christian Science nurses who have
provided generous support to the
VCSNS during the last year: John
Hood, Suzanne Hope-Wynne, Valerie
McIntyre, and Selina Mugodi. We
appreciate their important contribution.
The CQC inspection of the VCSNS
in November 2016 went well and the
report can be read on the CQC website.
The VCSNS received a full three-year
accreditation from The Commission
(US-based Christian Science nursing
accreditation organization) following
their inspection in January 2017.
I attended the AOCSN conference in
Scottsdale, Arizona, in May this year.
I appreciated the opportunity to meet
with managers of Visiting Christian
Science Nurse Services in the USA.
We discussed a wide range of subjects,
including staffing, accreditation,
contact with the Board, travel costs,
billing of patients, and benevolence.
The Administrator, office staff, and
Board of Charton Manor provide
excellent support for the VCSNS
throughout the year. The by-law for the
Christian Science nurse, Article VIII,
Section 31 of the Manual of The Mother
Church by Mary Baker Eddy, is the
foundation of our activity and a daily
source of inspiration.
Alistair is Manager, Visiting Christian Science
Nurse Service, London Field

4 Training Centre
Margritta Reid

We are very pleased that the
Commission for Accreditation
of Christian Science Nursing
Organisations/Facilities, Inc. has
renewed the accreditation of the
Christian Science Nursing Education
Programme at Charton Manor, for a
further three years.
To be successful with our
application for accreditation of
the training programme, we have
to provide evidence of meeting a
number of clearly defined educational
standards. These include being aware
of, and complying with, national laws
and regulations, and our instructions
to be consistent with the theology
of Christian Science, and with the
standard of the Christian Science
Nurse as outlined in the Church
Manual Art. VIII, Sect. 31. ‘Christian
Science Nurse’.
We provided evidence that
our training programme is
established with clear objectives,
requirements and expectations.
These include classroom training
covering comprehensive discussion
regarding ethics, sufficient practise
of skills, and all areas of patient
care such as mobility, personal care,
communication, nourishment,
cleansing and bandaging of wounds,
and other areas set out in ‘Christian
Science Nurse Scope of Services’, a

document published by The Mother
Church.
The standards also require detailed
evidence of how we determine
the suitability of applicants for the
training, how we assess their progress,
and how we mentor trainees during
the practical On-the-Job-Instruction
period. Instructors and mentors have
to meet certain requirements, and the
facilities of the Training Centre have
to be fit for purpose.
These are just a few examples to
give a little insight into the detailed
and comprehensive process of an
inspection and the order, organisation
and inspired thought process
necessary to maintain our training
programme in compliance with the
Accreditation standards.
I hope also, that this information
helps to cast some light on the
organisation of the training we
provide at Charton Manor. The
training is not only for those who
wish to work for Charton Manor –
either in the Facility or for the Visiting
Christian Science Nurse Service – but
also for Lime Tree House employees
(and for Springfield House hopefully
in the near future) as well as for those
who are self-employed in the field.
I would like to respond to the
question about the length of training
9
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at Charton Manor, which often seems
to be perceived as taking too long.
How long does it take to train as a
Christian Science Nurse at Charton
Manor?
The training offered at Charton
Manor is generally expected to be
completed within three years. This
includes the Level 3 course focusing
on Supervision and Charge Christian
Science Nursing. Completing the
Level 3 course is optional and
applications for listing in the Christian
Science Journal (CSJ) have sometimes
been successful after completing
Level 2. However, completion
of Level 3 enables the Christian
Science nurse to be in charge of a
shift team in a facility. It also offers
many other valuable insights into the
management and administration of a
Christian Science nursing facility.
While the duration of the different
levels of classroom training courses
and mentor periods is clearly set
out, there are a number of factors
that impact on the timetable.These
include:
• The specific learning needs of the
individual taking the training
• How the student’s training is taking
shape
• Is the individual subscribing to a
training programme at a Christian
Science Nursing facility only,
or is he/she also training with a
Christian Science Nursing mentor
in the field?

• Is the individual employed parttime?
• What are the patient care needs at
the time of training?
• What are the facility circumstances
– for example, patient numbers,
instructor availability at the time of
training?
• Can we pool at least two trainees
together for progressive classroom
training?
• Will the trainees get the necessary
level of experience during the
mentoring period in order to
progress?
Our aim is to assist Christian
Scientists to apply for listing in the
CSJ – being prepared to provide
spiritual reassurance, a sense of joy
and expectancy of healing in the
face of physical challenges and often
discouragement, and being prepared
to give skilled practical Christian
Science nursing care.
Similar to other professions,
it takes time to learn the art of
Christian Science nursing, to develop
judgement and confidence to listen to
and meet individual patient needs.
Classroom training in the 1980s
was longer than it is now. Nowadays,
despite shorter classroom periods,
we need to meet UK national
requirements that include a greatly
increased number of policies and
procedures, which trainees need to
become familiar with right from the
beginning of their training. The new
Care Certificate training, a national
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requirement for health care workers,
outlines a great number of areas for
which we need to provide evidence of
training and knowledge.
Listing in the CSJ as a Christian
Science nurse is not itself the end of
education and training and learning;
this will continue to go on. But a
sufficient level of skills and spiritual
maturity needs to be demonstrated
in order to represent oneself as a
Christian Science nurse.
We always carefully consider how
to help in individual cases, while
being mindful that as an organisation
we also need to express economy in
our actions, and there has to be a
balance when considering individual
trainee preferences.
Update on training
Since our last Open Day in 2016, we
have continued to provide training for
Christian Science nurses at a steady
pace. Three trainees from the previous
Introduction course, completed
the Level 1 classroom course in
December 2016, and are due to
complete the Level 2 classroom course
in November this year.
Two trainees have completed the
Level 3 classroom course, with one
of them already listed in the CSJ, and
another in the process of applying for
it.
We taught a Christian Science
Nursing Practice 1 module on ‘Bed
Care’ to three trainees, coming from
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different individual backgrounds, to
support their progress.
We have now started to look for
new trainees for the next Introduction
to Christian Science nursing course,
scheduled for early 2018.
The next major project is the
revision of the Introduction course
to integrate elements from the Care
Certificate, that are appropriate to
Christian Science nursing, together
with the intention to cover training
requirements of the Welsh field, to
assist Springfield House with their
training.
Outlook
We appreciate the various efforts
worldwide to review and standardise
training for Christian Science nurses
and to search for inspired new ways
to train, especially in countries where
Christian Science nursing is not yet
fully established.
We shall continue to listen for God’s
direction and we feel reassured that
God is at the helm of thought and
action, expressed in the following
Biblical promise: ‘So shall my word be
that goeth forth out of my mouth; it
shall not return unto me void, but it
shall accomplish that which I please,
and it shall prosper in the thing
whereto I sent it’ (Isaiah 55:11)
Margritta is Training Centre Manager

5 Overview
Alan Holland
Our house has seen many visitors
cross our threshold this year. Many
of them non-Christian Science
professionals and tradesmen and
women that have supported our
on-going progress in so many ways.
The project work which started after
Open Day 2016 was finished in
December and recently was signed off
as fully snag-free and complete just
after this year’s Open Day.
We were very grateful for the way
in which these visitors ‘cared’ for the
house with their attention to detail
and professional approach and quality
of work. One of the managers took
a copy of Science and Health and has
started to read it, we may hear more!
Another manager reported how he
thought of us when he saw a bus in
Chicago, USA displaying the words
‘God is Love’. The atmosphere and
staff of the house had ‘touched’ them.
Quite often we would hear a number
of these workmen say, ‘I hope that I
can come here and stay in later years!’.
We really appreciate all the
volunteers that support the various
activities that are provided regularly
for the residents and guests; many of
them are from the Christian Science
field and others know of Christian
Science and return regularly to bless
our activities programme.
The house is grateful for the
generous financial support of its
donors and some legacies which
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support all those in need of nursing
care. We work closely with The Aid
Fund and together with Hawthorne
Trust’s Benevolent Fund grant
charitable funds to those who apply
for support of the patient in working
for healing with their Christian
Science Journal listed Practitioner.
To maintain the highest standards
of nursing care a thorough and
detailed programme of nurses’
training (Education Programme) is
conducted at various levels. This year
has been no exception and includes
after course nursing floor OJI (on
the job instruction); the detail is
discussed in Margritta Reid’s report.
To test and inspect this quality of
training and check our standards this
year, we had an unannounced visit by
the CQC (Care Quality Commission),
a government run organisation which
inspects all nursing care homes in
England.
Our Christian Science Nursing
Manager, Ednah Lawal, her deputy
Elia Schulz and their (Facility) team
of Christian Science Journal listed
nurses and trainees spent a day
supporting the CQC inspection last
November (see Ednah’s report). The
preparation and levels of quality at
Charton Manor led to an overall
GOOD report which is available for
us all to read on the CQC website
– (www.cqc.org.uk). Also included
in that report is reference to the
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inspection of the VCSNS (Visiting
Christian Science Nurse Service),
which was successfully completed a
few days later when the CQC carried
out their inspection with our VCSNM
– Alistair Budd. This inspected the
paperwork and policies of the VCSNS
work which is based at Charton
Manor and provides Christian Science
nursing in the patient’s home (known
as domiciliary care). The VCSNS also
provides pastoral (non-nursing) visits
to church members, which usually
includes a reading of the Bible Lesson.
In January, this year, we welcomed
more visitors, this time from another
continent; representatives from ‘The
Commission’ (The Commission for
the Accreditation of Christian Science
Nursing Organisations/Facilities,
Inc.). The team, which included
2 experienced inspectors from
California and 2 trainee inspectors
from Europe, spent 3 days at Charton
Manor covering the 3 areas of Facility,
Visiting Nurse Service and Education
(Training School). It was 3 days of
harmonious interaction and sharing
of thoughts about Christian Science
nursing both in the facility and in the
home environment, balanced with
the recognition that the training of
the Christian Science nurse is built
around the Church Manual provision
in Article VIII Section 31. ‘The
Commission’ team reported back to
us and following our review of their
report and endorsement by a separate
independent committee, Charton
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Manor was given the full 3-year
accreditation to March 2020.
On Thanksgiving Day 2016, we
were pleased to welcome visitors from
London and the surrounding counties
for the Christian Science Bible
Lesson Thanksgiving service followed
by a traditional lunch. That very
morning, the Environmental Health
Inspector came to carry out her
unannounced bi-annual inspection.
She recommended the full 5-star
rating. Well done to our Head Cook,
Bridget Gates and all the kitchen staff
for the quality of their work this year.
We are very grateful to have Matthew
King as part of our kitchen staff and
particularly grateful that he made
some ‘Kentish Huffkins’ for our Open
Day tea!
Charton Manor is well supported
by many of our Christian Science
Journal listed organisations not
just Churches, Practitioners and
Nurses but the London Committee
on Publication Office which also
serves the whole of the UK. Their
commitment to supporting Christian
Science nursing is cementing good
communication, meetings and links
with the various CQC regional
managers and provides opportunities
for clear and accurate output about
Christian Science nursing. Also
supporting these meetings are
representatives of TMC, and that
raises the global message and visibility
of the Christian Science nurse.
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I just want to add a short report
on the AOCSN Conference from an
Administrator’s perspective:
There was a greater than ever
emphasis on break-out sessions, these
allowed the different work groups to
discuss metaphysical and practical
issues that are vital to the continuity
of the Christian Science nurse. Several
groups discussed specific questions
for finding ways of improving
methods and success in working as a
team and e.g. off-loading admin work
from the Christian Science nursing
managers to the Administrators.

Finally, we are planning several
phases of projects for upgrading areas
of the house that are currently underutilised or in need of refurbishment.
We are about to seek planning
permission for the conversion of a
loft area into 2 × en-suite bedrooms
for Christian Science nursing staff;
this phase will also provide an
enabling toilet and relocating our
Activities office to the existing sitting
room which is next to the residents’
corridor.
We look forward to welcoming
you to our house (your house) in the
coming months and years.
Alan is the Administrator

6 AOCSN Conference
Jim Weaver
What a privilege it was to attend the
AOCSN conference! It took place in
Scottsdale, Arizona, USA, over the
first few days of May 2017. Charton
Manor was represented by Alan
Holland, Ednah Lawal, Alistair Budd
and myself.
The title was ‘A day of fresh promise
breaks over the land’. USA Christian
Science nursing facilities and visiting
services were represented, as well as
those from Europe – Charton Manor,
Limetree House, Springfield House,
Haus Lindenfels (Germany) and Le
Verger (Switzerland).
The keynote address was given by
Elizabeth Trevithick CS from Boston,
entitled ‘God’s promises are kept’. As a
child living in Australia Elizabeth had
wanted to be a medical nurse. Later,
on learning about Christian Science,
she became a practitioner. She
maintains great love and respect for
the Christian Science nurse, working
hand in hand with the practitioner.
The conference was full of spiritual
inspiration, including a live video
link with the Christian Science
Board of Directors. To the question
‘what inspires you’, was given
‘seeing Christian Science not as a
beleaguered, small denomination, but
ahead of the times’. An inspiring talk
by Caroleen Scholet, entitled ‘God
sets the pace’, addressed the challenge
of insufficient time and resources. She
said that ‘animal magnetism would

have us concentrate on day-to-day
stuff rather than on demonstrating
God’s laws’.
Informational talks included
the new AOCSN website and a
briefing from the Christian Science
Committee on Publication including
recent developments in the US
administration. Not all sessions
were directly relevant to Europe
and the UK, but these were in the
minority, and were all interesting and
enlightening.
On each day there were breakout
sessions by office – Board; Executive
Director; Christian Science nursing
manager. There were around 40
people in the Board group. A number
of very good handouts were shared,
for instance fundraising; development
and outreach; strategic goals and
planning; recruiting for the board.
One thing that really stood out to me
was the way in which several boards
gave weight to the metaphysical
aspect of their regular meetings,
seeking to see the practical through
the lens of the spiritual. One board
had compiled a mission statement
that consisted of just seven words.
Underlying the inspirational
and informational aspects of the
conference was the human warmth
of friendliness and constructive
networking. The conference was a real
blessing.
Jim is Board Chairman
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Shakespeare, the English language,
Peter Pan, Alice in Wonderland,
Winnie the Pooh, Peter Rabbit, Harry
Potter, Agatha Christie, Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle’ Sherlock Holmes. The
Beatles, the Rolling Stones, Pink Floyd,
Queen. Fashion by Burberry, Paul
Smith, Vivienne Westwood. Colour
and negative photography. Tennis
and Badminton, Golf and Boxing.
Darwin, Bacon, Locke, Gladstone and
Churchill. The industrial revolution,
the commonwealth of nations – there
is no end to British contributions to
humanity, that shape our world…
Generation after generation.
But doesn’t all this somehow pale
when it comes to the extraordinary,
wonderful art of British Baking? From
Victoria sponge to lemon drizzle cake,
from apple crumble to sticky toffee
pudding, from Chelsea buns to Scottish
shortbread, from Scones to Bakewell
tarts, from White loaves to Cornish
Pastry, from Trifle to Strawberry
Shortcake… : I am a fan, you see.
As ‘The Great British Bake Off’ shows
beautifully: Baking really binds us
together in ways few other things can
– apart from love and joy and support
and sharing. The innate aspect of it is
sharing: We generally don’t bake for
16

ourselves. We bake because we share.
We bake because of family, colleagues,
friends. We bake because we love.
Here in Kent there is a fabulous
and very special loaf around, which
everybody here can be proud of. The
Kentish Huffkins originated here and
are traditionally eaten for tea buttered,
and with fresh cherries, I’ve been told.
They are soft as down pillows, by an
indentation in their centre, made by the
baker’s thumb.
Paul Hollywood has the ultimate
recipe out – just in case you want to try
to make them – and you need Strong
White Bread Flour, Salt, Sugar, Unsalted
Butter, Milk, Water and Yeast! And apart
from the ingredients it takes a dedicated
baker willing to follow the recipe ‘to a T’
… to be precise, obedient, and absolute
consecrated to every step required by
the recipe.
So for Kentish Huffkins we have
everything in place – and this is also
true for the practice of Christian Science.
Here are three aspects that matter
the most – you could say that practicing
Christian Science is like baking your life.
There is no chapter ‘Christian Science
Theory’ in the textbook of Christian
Science, there is no profession of the
‘Christian Science Theorist’ or ‘Christian
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Science Philosopher’, it is all about
the practice, all about the practical
application of the law of good for the
greatest number you can come up with.
Christian Science is meant to be lived
and shared.
The three aspects are:
• Ingredients matter
• Follow the rules, use the tools
• Enjoy the result

Ingredients matter
You know that Jesus presents the Christ
as ‘the bread from heaven’. Bread is the
very basis of life. It is simple – and at the
same time to make a really tasty bread
yourself, at home, is an art in itself. The
most glorious things in life are simple
and profound. So ‘bread from heaven’
is the simple, the accessible, the basic
– and it is the most glorious, festive,
deep, profound. There is something like
a divine bakery in which the kingdom of
heaven is leaven itself.
‘The kingdom of heaven is like unto
leaven, which a woman took, and hid in
three measures of meal, till the whole
was leavened.’ – Jesus.
So the kingdom of heaven, put into
action results in the effect of Christ in
our lives. We make sure that only wheat
and not the tares get into the mix. And
we make sure that everything is worked
well.
Ingredients matter: Purity is the most
important ingredient. Pure thoughts.
Pure substance. Pure stuff. Which gets
worked. In the healing practice we make
sure that we work only with the purity of

the ingredients, pure Spirit, pure Mind,
pure Love.
This purity is the leaven that develops
our understanding and transforms
our experience, it is the driving force
behind the practice of Christian Science.
Mary Baker Eddy writes on page 392 of
Science and Health:
‘Stand porter at the door of thought.
Admitting only such conclusions as
you wish realized in bodily results, you
will control yourself harmoniously.
When the condition is present which
you say induces disease, whether it be
air, exercise, heredity, contagion, or
accident, then perform your office as
porter and shut out these unhealthy
thoughts and fears. Exclude from mortal
mind the offending errors; then the
body cannot suffer from them.’
The leaven in the practice of Christian
Science is the rising power of prayer and
treatment that takes the rule of ‘stand
porter’ seriously. It is a stand for purity.
Ingredients matter. Treatment is law in
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action, it is Mind in action. Without this
prayer, without treatment we wouldn’t
see Love in action and healing at work.
It is the glory of Christian Science and
the moment where discipleship kicks
in. Fear, lack of commitment, doubt,
indecision have no part in the healing
practice of Christian Science. Stay pure
and obey the rules. Obedience is so very
much underrated – in baking probably
not so much as in the healing practice.

Follow the rules, use the tools
The textbook is full of very practical
rules, tips and tricks – rules to practice
Christian Science in healing, rules for
our daily practice as Christians, rules for
effective church work. Spend time with
the writings of Mary Baker Eddy and
write down all the rules she give us. As
in baking you have to step back while
the dough is being proved – you have to
stay back to let God do the healing. We
have to stay out of the healing activity
of the Christ. This is a rule. Are the rules
from the Bible and the rules of the
healing practice of Christian Science
just proposals? Well, you decide. Your
practice shows – in baking as in the
healing practice – whether you have
followed the rules properly, or made
up your own. Every master was an
apprentice once.
Many testimonies bring out the power
of obedience, of following the rules and
using the tools; they testify often to a
certain strategy of healing. I have made
it a point in taking note – as much as a
baker would over the years learn from

other bakers who are willing to share
their experiences. I am sharing with
you three beautiful examples, which
you will find inspiring: Susan Self. Test
it! (Christian Science Journal 2012), Van
Driessen. Healed through praising God
(Christian Science Sentinel 2013) and
Fannie Carstarphen Brady. Obedience
(Christian Science Sentinel 1900).
Follow the rules, use the tools – this
applies to branch church work, too.
Discover these two rules (from the
Church Manual) out of many for your
branch church practice in a fresh and
relevant way:

1

Promote peace
Article VIII, Section 16
It shall be the duty of the members
of The Mother Church and of its
branches to promote peace on
earth and good will toward men.
What does it mean to promote
peace and good will toward men?
That is the duty of the branch
churches of The Mother Church.
You cannot promote peace alone
by yourself – like the yeast needs to
get into the flour, your work must
become practical and relevant to
the neighbourhood. Find new ways
of fulfilling your duty as a branch
church and be a force for good
in the world. Discover how open
humanity is to Christian Science.
Move beyond the fear and share
more. Listen more than speak.
Don’t judge, but be there. Be
prepared to be surprised.
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2

Empty the seats
Article XVI. Section 1 and Section 2
Welcoming Strangers
The Leader’s Welcome. Section 1.
Mrs. Eddy welcomes to her seats in
the church, persons of all sects and
denominations who come to listen
to the Sunday sermon and are not
otherwise provided with seats.
The Local Members’ Welcome.
Sect. 2. It shall be the duty and
privilege of the local members of
The Mother Church to give their
seats, if necessary, to strangers who
may come to attend the morning
services.
When your church is emptier than
you deserve it, you must take all
those individual elements of mortal
mind blocking the seats out and
follow the local members to give
their seats to strangers. Since there
is no vacuum in nature, chairs might
be occupied at this point by pride,
conservatism, prejudice, laziness,
and boredom.
Remove also the notion that few
people are not enough to have a
healing, meaningful service and
uplifting interaction. Remove
the belittlement of every single
member, because every individual
reflects the entire universe.
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Enjoy the result, enjoy the
bread.
‘Always be joyful!’ That is a rule! Live it!
How to bake your life – Obey the rules
• Consult thy every-day life.
• To impersonalize scientifically the
material sense of existence – rather
than cling to personality – is the
lesson of today. (Mary Baker Eddy’s
rule in 1902, p. 25 and Mis., p. 310)
• Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and
his righteousness. (Christ Jesus’ rule
in Matthew 6:33. KJV)
• Encourage those who are timid. Take
tender care of those who are weak.
Be patient with everyone. Always be
joyful. Never stop praying. Be thankful
in all circumstances. Test everything
and hold on to what is good. (Paul’s
rules in I Thess. 5: 14-21. NLT)
• Leave the distinctions of individual
character (…) to the Father.
• … let us add one more privilege
– namely silence, whenever it can
substitute censure.
• Change the evidence. Be not afraid.
(Mary Baker Eddy’s rules in No & Yes
p. 8; S+H, p. 297 and p. 411)
www.kreutzigerherr.com
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